Ezike Chinyere Urslar - Biography

I am miss Ezike Chinyere Urslar. Born on 7th April 1997 in the family of Mr Augustine Ezike as the second girl child of the family. I attended my nursery and primary school at basic step international School fegge Onitsha, Anambra state, Nigeria. I went to my senior secondary at our lady's high school Onitsha Anambra state, Nigeria. I went my higher institution at federal polytechnic Oko in Anambra state and studied electrical electronics/ telecommunication engineering and came out with a 2.88GPA in higher National diploma.

My hobbies are travelling, listening to music and creativity of anything that interests human. I am much interested in giving out information to the society on the importance of checking and knowing their HIV status which I have Carried out through uploading a video on the youtube channel telling the world on things they should know about HIV which includes that "it can be a common illness depending on how you manage it through daily taking of the pill and the vital information about HIV in general which will be included in the many videos I'll be releasing by the month ending.

Thank you again for choosing my story as an inspiration to people for a better world where HIV will be treated with bold minds. I will drop my details on how my cash reward will reach me.

Thank you!